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Section 1. Program Requirements 
A. Provide a detailed description of the public infrastructure improvements 

Overview:  Winter Haven has an opportunity, if we construct a road to connect Logistics Parkway to Pollard
Road (diagrams below), to secure the commitment of a prospective advanced manufacturer that will invest 
approximately $500 million and create nearly 190 direct new jobs.  This prospect is just one of several pending 
corporate investment opportunities that are likely to select Winter Haven’s ILC in the next six to twelve 
months.  This opportunity would be the third major investment in the last 2 years within Winter Haven’s 
Intermodal Logistics Center (ILC), which is also within a Federal Opportunity Zone designated census tract 
under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017.    

Continued investment in the ILC advances the State’s goal to diversify the economy and create high-paying 
manufacturing jobs while concurrently reducing costs for Florida businesses and consumers by supporting the 
growth of manufacturing in proximity to our largest markets. 

The City of Winter Haven is requesting grant funding in the amount of $12,426,115 and is contributing lands 
and cash as local match in the amount of $1,660,000 to facilitate the design, permitting, and construction of a 
roadway with a total cost of $14,086,115. 

Recent investments within the ILC include: 
• Florida Can Manufacturing – Advanced manufacturing of aluminum cans for the beverage industry.

This plant is currently under construction and scheduled to be operational in late 2021.  Florida Can
Manufacturing is investing approximately $130 million and will create 160 new jobs.  Additional
phases of the Florida Can Manufacturing facility are planned that could create up to 500 jobs in
coming years on its 75 acre site.

• Coca-Cola – In response to growing demand, Coca-Cola recently purchased an existing 407,000 square
foot warehouse and an additional vacant parcel within the ILC.  Coca-Cola is moving its existing
distribution operations from Lakeland while also adding an additional 172 new jobs in light
manufacturing of its vending equipment.  Jobs include office, warehouse, distribution and light
manufacturing.

Other current business prospects for the park include: (company names withheld to ensure confidentiality) 
• 1,000,000sf distribution warehouse, $43 million investment, 250 jobs
• Household/Consumer products manufacturer – 400,000sf manufacturing, >$100 million investment,

500 new jobs
• Medical PPE manufacturer – 1,000,000sf manufacturing, >$100 million investment, 500 new jobs
• Distribution Logistics management – 20,000sf facility, $5 million investment, 20 jobs
• Cold Storage – multiple leads totaling approximately 840,000sf, $125,000,000 investment, 150 jobs
• 1,700,000sf advance manufacturer, $500 million investment, 190 jobs

In addition to helping to secure the major advanced manufacturing and distribution investments described 
above and other similar industrial investments in the manufacturing and distribution industry the requested 
infrastructure grant and subsequent connecting roadway will also create access to and through an additional 
128± acres of fully entitled industrial property owned by the City of Winter Haven.  Creating additional access 
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to this property further expands the industrial growth opportunity for the region and brings forth additional 
highly desirable job opportunities in the manufacturing and industrial space.     
 
A second, and more important benefit to this transportation connection is the access that it will create for the 
Winter Haven workforce to far more easily gain access to this large employment center.  With more than 500 
new jobs being created this calendar year and hundreds more in 2022 and beyond, direct access to 
employment at these advanced manufacturing facilities, cold storage and distribution centers will be 
important to their employee recruitment and retention and overall business continuity and growth.    
 
Connecting Logistics Parkway and Pollard Road will create a northern access route, with exceptional and 
efficient access for Winter Haven’s residents to the new companies that are seeking high quality industrial 
space in central Florida.  

Restated  for clarity, the requested grant is to extend Logistics Parkway, a public roadway, through City owned 
industrial property to Pollard Road, a public roadway, to expand the development capacity of the Winter 
Haven ILC, and bring hundreds or even thousands of new jobs to the state of Florida by greatly improving 
access to more than 1,200± acres of industrial property  that is entitled for approximately 10 million square 
feet of advanced manufacturing, warehousing, distribution, and related uses.  This area is located within a 
federally designated Opportunity Zone and this public road will improve access to at least seven different 
property owners including the City of Winter Haven. 
 
Two maps follow that depict the general project location (Figure 1) and proposed public roadway extension 
(Figure 2). 
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Figure 1 – General Project Location 
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Figure 2 – Proposed Logistics Parkway Extension 
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The general business case for this roadway connection is stated above, however the nature of the 
improvements is further introduced here and includes both the connection of Logistics Parkway to Pollard 
Road, as well as widening improvements to Pollard Road that are necessary for the anticipated traffic volumes 
and required performance standards.   
 
Pollard Road is an existing (dead-end) public facility, which upon connection to Logistics Parkway, will see 
increased traffic flow and will need to be improved to properly accommodate the employee traffic to the ILC 
ensuring a seamless connection to Eagle Lake Loop Road and the greater Winter Haven area workforce.  
 
The requested improvements are described in two (2) phases (Figure 3 below) because of the nature of the 
improvement, not due to timing differences in construction.   
 
The first phase is required to provide a connection from the aforementioned industrial area.  This connection 
will provide an alternate and far more efficient route to the ILC and will help to separate the thousands of 
trucks that serve the ILC daily from the workforce traffic that will exceed 1000 daily trips later this year and 
multiples of that in the future.  Completing a safer and more accessible roadway network grid to and through 
the manufacturing and logistics employment center is the final step that will fully activate this premier central 
Florida Industrial Development Zone, secure significant investment by advanced manufacturers, and create 
thousands of high-skill, higher-pay jobs.   
 
The second phase of the Logistics Parkway extension will improve existing Pollard Road, widenen travel lanes 
to 12 feet, and provide for adequate roadway shoulders and stormwater drainage.  If funded, the requested 
public infrastructure improvement would provide a seamless, connection from the workforce neighborhoods 
of Winter Haven to the industrial development sites at the ILC and CSX Terminal.  
 
As contemplated, the Logistics Parkway extension and improvements to Pollard Road will provide logistic and 
economic benefits to the industrial development sites and the local economy. Should the grant request be 
funded, design and permitting for both phases would immediately commence with construction anticipated 
within 12 months.  The timeline for design, permitting and construction ensures that the new roadway access 
would be available concurrent with the new proposed private capital investment of more than $500 million 
dollars, discussed above. 
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Figure 3 – Roadway Phasing Plan 

 
In sum, to secure the current economic opportunities and many others in the future, and to position the 
development sites for new industry that frequently show interest in the location, the city will utilize this 
infrastructure grant for the design and construction of a new section of Logistics Parkway and associated 
widening and improvements to Pollard Road. 

 
B. Provide location of public infrastructure, including physical address and county of project. 

 
The new public roadway infrastructure improvements (Phases 1 and 2) will be located in the City of Winter 
Haven, in Polk County, and will be extended from the northern property line of the Central Florida Logistics 
Center (932± acres), located adjacent and south of the Florida Can Manufacturing property and City owned 
industrial property, to Eagle Lake Loop Road.  The roadway will be constructed within existing public rights-of-
way and on the following City owned parcels: 
 

262922-000000-012020 
262921-690500-021000 
262915-000000-041020 
262915-000000-043030 
262915-000000-034020 
262922-000000-013010 
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Please see Figures 2 and 3 above. 
 
A United States Postal Address has not yet been assigned to the subject property.   
 
C. Is this infrastructure currently owned by the public?  YES 

Logistics Parkway is a City owned and maintained roadway connecting State Road 60 within the Central Florida 
Intermodal Logistics Center, providing access to the CSX Intermodal Terminal.   
 
The proposed extension of Logistics Parkway, through the properties identified above, would then connect to 
Pollard Road.  Pollard Road is a County owned and maintained roadway. 
 
D. Provide current property owner. 

The City of Winter Haven and Polk County own all of the property and rights-of-way needed to accomplish 
both phases of the Logistics Parkway extension.   
 
E. Is this infrastructure for public use or does it predominantly benefit the public? YES 

This critical infrastructure project will be owned and maintained by the City of Winter Haven for public use.  
The proposed Logistics Parkway extension and Pollard Road improvements are intended for public use and for 
the public’s benefit, in large part to help stimulate economic activity and secure new manufacturing 
investments at the aforementioned development sites (Figure 1). 
 
The infrastructure request made in this application is critical to promote job growth and development on 
approximately 1200± acres of industrial property surrounding Winter Haven CSX Intermodal Terminal.  The 
proposed Logistics Parkway extension will provide workforce access to these employment hubs from the 
north, which is the population center of the City of Winter Haven.  
  
Access and Safety 
The Logistics Parkway extension to the north will largely separate workforce access from distribution truck 
traffic, thereby eliminating conflicts between automobiles and the nearly 1,000 trucks/day that currently use 
Logistics Parkway.  This new road will improve safety, increase capacity, and reduce workforce commutes from 
the residential neighborhoods of Winter Haven.  The roadway includes pedestrian facilities, further improving 
connectivity to the residential neighborhoods.  It will also improve traffic safety by reducing traffic that 
currently passes through two elementary school zones between the residential neighborhoods of Winter 
Haven and the existing access route.  This will improve the overall transportation functionality of the area. 
 
F. Will the public infrastructure improvements be for the exclusive benefit of any single company, 

corporation or business entity? NO 
 

The Logistics Parkway extension will benefit: 
 

1. Florida Can Manufacturing -  under construction – 160 jobs, $130 million investment 
2. Coca-Cola  - facility currently in expansion/renovation – 350 new jobs, $30+ million investment 
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3. CSX Intermodal Terminal 
4. Multiple future projects that may include cold storage facilities, manufacturing, and distribution 

centers that will develop during the buildout of nearly 10 million square feet of industrial uses on 
approximately 1,200± acres of industrial property. 

 
In total, the proposed Logistics Parkway extension will serve nearly 1,500± acres (including the 318 acre CSX 
Intermodal Terminal) of property zoned for manufacturing, warehousing, distribution and similar light 
industrial uses and will benefit dozens of corporations, thousands of employees, and the Winter Haven and 
Polk County community overall. 
 
G. Provide a detailed description of, and quantitative evidence demonstrating, how the proposed public 

infrastructure project will promote: 
 
• Economic recovery in specific regions of the state: 

 
The industrial development areas described in the grant application are identified as premier job 
creation centers in Central Florida and are part of the FDOT Strategic Intermodal System and provide 
the opportunity to speed economic growth and recovery in Florida by creating jobs in both distribution 
and manufacturing sectors which will have multiple positive effects to the local, regional, and 
statewide economy through (as examples): 
 

o job creation in high-skills sector and stable employment in diversified industry clusters that are 
identified by the Enterprise Florida as Targeted Industries  

o reduced shipping costs for Florida’s businesses and consumers 
o more timely shipping and distribution of goods to every industry sector in Florida  
o improved resilience following hurricanes due to the enhanced ability to serve the state with 

critical supplies  
o improved and efficient freight flows to large retailers and online platforms including Amazon, 

Walmart, Publix, and Home Depot. 
 

During times of crisis, particularly in preparation for, and following events such as hurricanes, this 
location is extremely well-suited to aid in disaster recovery and did so prior to and following Hurricane 
Irma when its location and operations enabled efficient distribution of critical goods to all of central 
and south Florida just hours after trains arrived at the Winter Haven terminal!  
 
The proposed roadway infrastructure improvements are specifically designed to connect this economic 
hub with the adjacent workforce in and around Winter Haven.   
 
Further, and in real time during this Covid-19 crisis, phase one of the Florida Can Manufacturing 
project, broke ground and will create approximately 160 new permanent jobs with 110 paying over 
115% of average area wage and all positions paying above 100% of average area wage.  An estimated 
250+ construction jobs were also be created.  Two additional future phases will boost total job 
creation to approximately 500.  This will immediately spur job recovery in Winter Haven, Polk County 
and central Florida!  
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• Economic Diversification: 
 
Traditionally, the Central Florida economy has been largely driven by tourism, new construction 
housing, and agriculture.  The future development of the sites identified in this application will bring 
approximately 10 million square feet of manufacturing, warehousing, distribution and associated uses 
and thousands of new jobs above the area’s median income level. This economic diversification has 
been a singular focus for this targeted area.  Additional details about this subject are included below.  
 

• Economic enhancement of a Targeted Industry: 

Investment into critical infrastructure, resulting in the rapid development of the subject sites identified 
in this application, will significantly enhance three Florida targeted industries: manufacturing, logistics 
and distribution, and cleantech.  As referenced above, current business prospects for the park include: 
(company names withheld to ensure confidentiality) 
  

o 1,000,000sf distribution warehouse, $43 million investment, 250 jobs 
o Household/Consumer products manufacturer – 400,000sf manufacturing, >$100 million 

investment, 500 new jobs 
o Medical PPE manufacturer – 1,000,000sf manufacturing, >$100 million investment, 500 new 

jobs 
o Distribution Logistics management – 20,000sf facility, $5 million investment, 20 jobs 
o Cold Storage – multiple leads totaling approximately 840,000sf, $125,000,000 investment, 150 

jobs 
o 1,7000,000sf advance manufacturer, $500 million investment, 190 jobs 

 
Applicable NAICS codes for current prospects include: 332431, 333241, 333318, 423830 
 
Background 
 
The City of Winter Haven and the Winter Haven Economic Development Council are continually 
working to align the attributes of the CSX Intermodal Terminal, and the industrial development areas 
discussed in this grant application with the needs of local, regional and national industrial and 
distribution businesses to secure long-term economically diversifying investments that align with the 
State of Florida, Department of Economic Opportunity, and Enterprise Florida as ‘Target Industries.’  

This industrial area is positioned primarily for companies in advanced manufacturing and distribution 
that will utilize the adjacent CSX Freight and Intermodal rail services for the inbound/outbound 
transport of raw and finished materials respectively, as well as the truck freight routes accessible from 
SR-60 and nearby US-27 and US-17, I-4 and Florida Turnpike.  The area has cleared every major 
development hurdle and is widely considered a premier location to efficiently access the central and 
south Florida markets.    
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It is also: 
 

• Designated by Florida Department of Transportation as a Strategic Intermodal System vital 
asset to Florida’s economic welfare and critical to Florida’s ability to compete in the global 
marketplace.  

• Identified within the Hillsborough-Polk Freight Logistics Zone Strategic Plan as a critical 
logistics asset and employment center for the region. 

• Pre-screened and meets or exceeds all local community and environmental criteria for 
industrial development. 

• Designated in the Winter Haven Comprehensive Plan for manufacturing, warehousing, and 
distribution uses. 

• Designated by the City of Winter Haven as an Industrial Development Zone.  
• Designated as an important logistics/distribution/industrial employment center in the 2017 

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) for the Central Florida Economic 
Development District region. This CEDS is intentionally aligned with Florida Chamber’s 2030 
Project, Florida Chamber’s Six Pillars, and Florida Strategic Plan for Development with a focus 
on: 

o The need to diversify the region’s economy for long term stability and prosperity; 
o The need to build a skilled workforce and increase average wages; 
o The need for greater infrastructure planning and capital commitment; and 
o The need for sufficient resources, particularly for rural economic development. 

• Located in Census Tract 145.01, which is designated as a Federal Opportunity Zone,  
• Fully entitled with consistent and compatible zoning already approved that allows as much as 

10.2 million square feet of manufacturing, warehousing, distribution and associated uses. 
 

These attributes position the location as one of the best in Florida for advanced manufacturing and 
logistics with community support, economic development strategies, regulatory entitlements and 
federal tax incentives in place.  Over the past year or two, the ILC has risen to a position of national 
prominence as well.  In 2020, White Claw surveyed dozens of locations across the southeast for 
construction of a new 1,000,000sf, $300 million manufacturing facility.  Winter Haven lost to Columbia 
South Carolina – in part, because of concerns about employee access.  
 
This fully-entitled site, has two electricity providers in TECO and Duke Energy, Florida Public Utilities 
provides natural gas, Winter Haven Water provides both water and sewer to the area with significant 
capacity available, CSX offers inbound/outbound freight and intermodal container service and SR-60 
provides connectivity to the entire central and south Florida regions as well as Port Tampa Bay.   
 
However, one  factor continues to arise in most conversations with prospective companies, which in 
the past have included Walmart, Samsung, Pep Boys and White Claw to name a few: 
  

• Alternate access from the population center of Winter Haven. 
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This infrastructure grant will address this last remaining challenge and the outcome will be 
monstrous levels of economic impact!   
 
As previously referenced, development of this road extension will also enable a major potential new 
user to move forward with acquisition and development plans totaling more than $500 million in 
capital investment with assurances that the roadway network will be significantly improved to the site. 
 
Phase 1 of the Florida Can Manufacturing project is anticipated to create an additional $54 million in 
gross domestic product and $25 million in disposable personal income annually.  The economic impact 
of the $130 million construction effort will create local economic stimulus in a matter of months.  
Additionally, Florida Can Manufacturing has planned expansions that would add over $100 million to 
the gross domestic product and triple the annual disposable income generated to more than $75 
million.  All of this economic impact is expected on just 77 acres of the available 1,200± acres zoned 
industrial. 
 
Based on the development opportunities ahead, we estimate that the economic impact of this 
roadway project, could result in 3-5 million square feet of new industrial and distribution development 
in the next 5 years alone.  This would result in a rapidly strengthened and diversified Central Florida 
economy. 

 
Thousands of industrial, warehousing, distribution and associated office jobs will be created. A partial 
list of NAICS codes for the identified industries includes: 

• 23 - Construction 
• 31-33 - Manufacturing 
• 42 - Wholesale Trade 
• 48-49 - Transportation & Warehousing 
• 53 - Real Estate & Leasing 
• 54 - Professional, Scientific, and Tech Services 
• 55 - Management of Companies and Enterprises 
• 73 - Accommodation & Food Services 
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Section 2. Additional Information 
 
A. Please provide the proposed commencement date and number of days required to complete 

construction of the public infrastructure project. 

Design, permitting, and construction bidding will occur upon receipt of award announcement and construction 
of the project will commence immediately thereafter.  It is estimated that design, permitting and construction 
bidding will take approximately 9 to 12 months.  The timeline for completion of the Logistics Parkway 
extension coordinates well with future phases of the Florida Can Manufacturing project and timelines 
associated with potential new users within the industrial areas.  The City of Winter Haven and/or Polk County 
own all necessary rights-of-way and/or adjacent property necessary to facilitate the entire project.  Please 
refer to Figure 3 for the roadway phasing plan. 
 
B. What permits are necessary for the public infrastructure project? 

 
The Logistics Parkway extension project will require the following permits/approvals: 

• City of Winter Haven Engineering Site Plan approval 
• Southwest Florida Water Management District drainage permit 
• Polk County Level 2 Site Plan approval 
• National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) stormwater permit 

The City of Winter Haven and Polk County control all property necessary to facilitate the Logistics Parkway 
extension and Pollard Road improvements. . 
 
C. Detail whether required permits have been secured, and if not, detail the timeline for securing these 

permits.  Additionally, if any required permits are local permits, will these permits be prioritized? 
 

Upon notification of the award of grant funds, the City of Winter Haven will commence upon the completion of 
design and permitting.  It is anticipated that all design and permitting will be completed within 9 to 12 months.  
The City of Winter Haven owns adequate land adjacent to the Logistics Parkway extension project for the 
design and permitting of the roadway and associated stormwater management improvements.  All necessary 
local permits will be prioritized. 

 
D. What is the future land use and zoning designation on the proposed site of the infrastructure 

improvements, and will the improvements conform to those uses? 

The proposed Logistics Parkway extension will initially traverse through City of Winter Haven owned land that 
has a future land use designation of Industrial and a Planned Unit Development (PUD) zoning designation.  
Both the future land use and zoning designations allow for light industrial uses such as manufacturing, 
warehousing, distribution, and associated uses.  The roadway will connect to existing County rights-of-way for 
Pollard road, connecting two major employment hubs to the community workforce.  The proposed roadway 
extension is critical to activate the permitted uses contemplated by the future land use and zoning 
designations.  Workforce accessibility, improved transportation networks, and the separation of distribution 
trips from workforce trips substantially improve the function and marketability of the important job creating 
employment centers along Logistics Parkway and its proposed extension. 
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E. Will an amendment to the local comprehensive plan or a development order be required on the site of 
the proposed project or on adjacent property to accommodate the infrastructure and potential current 
or future job creation opportunities? If yes, please detail timeline.  No 
 
All future land use and zoning entitlements have been completed for both the City owned property and 
the adjacent Central Florida Intermodal Logistics Center.  Only construction plan approval and permitting 
remains to complete the Logistics Parkway extension. 
  

F. Is the project ready to commence upon grant fund approval and contract execution?  YES 
 
Upon receipt of the requested grant, design and permitting of the remainder of the Logistics Parkway 
roadway project will commence.  No additional lands are required to be purchased to facilitate the 
improvement.  Construction will commence immediately upon construction plan and permit approval. 

 
G. Does the project have a local match amount? YES 

 
The City of Winter Haven will donate lands necessary to complete both phases of the roadway expansion 
project including road rights-of-way and stormwater retentions/treatment areas.  The value of this in-kind 
match is $660,000 and is detailed in Section 3 of this application.  Additionally, the City of Winter Haven 
will contribute $1 million cash to the project.  This raises Winter Haven’s contribution to $1,660,000. 
 

H. Provide any additional information or attachments to be considered for this proposal. Maps and other 
supporting documents are encouraged. 
 

 

Figure 4 – General Location/Investment Map 
Note:  The proposed improvements associated with this grant application are located within a Federal Opportunity Zone 
(green area), within a locally designated Industrial Development Zone (grey area), will fully activate approximately 1200± 
acres of Industrially zoned land (red dashed area). 
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Figure 5 – Polk Parkway Extension 

Note:  The extension of the Central Polk Parkway Phase 1 to US 17 is funded by FDOT. Phase 2 corridor has been identified 
and is being designed.  The extension of the Central Polk Parkway to State Road 60 will further enhance the local and 
regional transportation network in the area of this project, aligning Federal, State, and local plans for job creating 
development of the properties discussed in this application.  
 

Letters of Support: 

Please find below letters in support of this application. 
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Section 3 - C 

Below is a detailed breakdown of costs supporting the requested grant amount, revenue source, and project 
costs provided in Section 3 of the application, broken out by roadway phase.  The summary includes local 
contribution in the form of the value of donated land and $1,000,000 cash.  

Upon notice of grant award, the City Manager and staff will prepare a resolution for City Commission 
acceptance of the grant award.  Staff will immediately prepare necessary bid documents to procure design, 
permitting, and construction services.  It is estimated design and permitting will be completed in 9 to 12 
months.  Construction will commence immediately upon construction plan and permit approvals.   

 

Figure 6 – Roadway Cost Summary 
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Figure 7 – Roadway Phase 1 Detailed Costs 
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Figure 8 – Roadway Phase 2 Detailed Costs 
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Section 4. Approvals and Authority 
A. If the government entity is awarded grant funds based on this proposal, what approvals must be 

obtained before it can execute a grant agreement with the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity 
(e.g., approval of a board, commission or council)? 

The City Commission of the City of Winter Haven will be required to approve the awarded grant.  The City 
Commission is a five member board who will approve the acceptance of the awarded grant and authorize 
appropriate staff execute any and all necessary documents, contracts or agreements. 
 
B. If approval of a board, commission, council or other group is needed prior to execution of an agreement 

between the government entity and the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity: 
 

i. Provide the schedule of upcoming meetings for the group for a period of at least six months. 
 
The City Commission of the City of Winter Haven meets twice per month, on the second and forth 
Monday of each month.   
 

ii. State whether entity is willing and able to hold special meeting, and if so, upon how many days’ notice. 
 
The City Commission has the ability to call a Special Meeting at any time, with six hours public notice, 
to accommodate extremely time sensitive matters. 

 
C. Attach evidence that the undersigned has all necessary authority to execute this proposal on behalf of 

the governmental entity.  This evidence may take a variety of forms, including but not limited to: a 
delegation of authority, citation to relevant laws or codes, policy documents, etc. 
 
A copy of Resolution R-21-26 approving this Grant Application and authorizing the City Manager to execute 
this grant application is included below. 
 
 
 
 
 

(Remainder of page intentionally blank) 
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